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1) How has Australia and your experiences in the land influenced your musical style of  composition?



2) Were there any Australian composers (any style/genre - indigenous, western trained, or otherwise) who 
you were influenced by, prior to and during the conception, composition and revision of  From the Dreaming? 

"But i greatly admired the work of  many Australian composers such as Percy 
Grainger , Peter Sculthorpe , Richard Meale , Helen Gifford , Peter Mumme , Ross 
Edwards , Gerrard Brophy , Nigel Westlake , Michael Smetanin , to name a few ."



3) There seem to be a number of  Australian composers whose music portrays the Australian landscape, 
wildlife and geography. Do you think there exists a common musical language amongst Australian composers 
that portrays these features of  Australia? If  so, is your music in any way part of  this language? 



4) The preface mentions that the guitar part in Cave Painting imitates a didjeridu. Could you please provide 
some more details about this? In which measures of  Cave Painting does the guitar do this? Was there a 
particular time you heard a didjeridu playing specific rhythmic or melodic patterns that influenced the 
writing of  the guitar part in this movement? 



5) The flute from measures 29 – 74 in Cave Painting is used in an unusual way. Does the flute represent 
something specific? Is it imitating something?  



6) Your music often seems to have programmatic elements to it, would you agree? Does From the Dreaming 
have any programmatic elements to it, aside from what you’ve provided in the preface and in the score? For 
example, you mention in the preface that Wildflower is a song of  a single flower that lives through the “ever 
changing panorama and climate of  storms, drought, heat and isolation.” Aside from the storm passages that 
you’ve marked in the score, are there other specific moments that represent the other facets of  the ever 
changing Australian landscape?  For example the section starting at measure 46, marked “delicato, like a 
waltz”, seems to my ears to represent something tangible in nature. This then morphs into quite a new 
texture at measure 60, marked “richly” in the guitar part. There are many other examples I can think of  and 
I am very curious and fascinated as to how you weave these gestures of  nature (at least I think that’s what 
they are?!) into a programmatic series of  varying colours and textures. 





7) I am interested and fascinated in how you create vivid imitations of  the sounds of  nature, 
particularly in your wonderful piece Rain for solo guitar. Could you please describe your process 
for doing this, if  you have one? For example, the very opening chord in Rain is marked “like a 
thunderclap”. How did that particular chord come to be associated with a thunderclap? How did 
the ostinato that begins in measure 20 marked “flowing, rippling, legato”, come to be associated 
with gentle rain? Is this usually an improvisational process caused by a moment of  sudden 
inspiration, or is it something carefully thought out, or a mixture, or neither, or something else?



" To sum up , my creative process is perhaps best described by 17thC French 
philosopher Blaise Pascal who wrote : 'The heart has its reasons , which reason cannot 
know ' ."



8) You also manage to produce a similar effect of  imitation in Brolga; the piece creates such a 
fantastic depiction of  the native Australian bird! In a similar way Gecko depicts the animal musically, 
you really captured it’s quirky, erratic movements so vividly into sound. Could you describe your 
process for creating these gestures in Brolga and Gecko? Did you incorporate the chirp of  a Gecko or 
the call of  a Brolga into the music? 



9) You’ve mentioned that your paintings and music share a close bond. I was wondering if  you 
could expand on that, especially in relation to From the Dreaming and the three paintings that are 
associated with the piece. 

" To me , they're very close , and in more ways than one : i like to think that sound 
( music ) is slowed-down light ( colour ) . If  we think of  the speed and resonance of  the 
vibrational frequencies of  energy , then light is in the fast higher-bands , sound is in the 
slow lower-bands . But they both share the same thing : the vibration of  energy . Maybe 
sound is slow light ? , and light is fast sound ?   

Regarding light : we can see some of  it , as colour ( as in rainbows ) but if  the vibrations 
are too high we can't ( as in gamma & x-ray). 
Regarding sound : we can hear some of  it , as pitch ( as in music ) but if  the vibrations are 
too high or low we can't ( as in dog-whistles and radar , or low whale-song ) . We have our 
limits , although technology has greatly extended them . "



Now and then, I try to paint what I hear, 




